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NREGA Mobile Monitoring System (NMMS)  
 (Release Note on Version 3.0 to be released on 26-September-2023) 

NMMS Mobile App version 3.0 (updated date: 4th August 2023) is now available on Google’s ‘Play 
Store’. This App is compliant for all the Android versions 9.0 and above. 

A. New Features Covered  
1. OTP based validation is being used when ID is created in MIS and then it will check only 

one time during the first time login after installation of the app. 
2. Now User is able to see the list of issued muster rolls downloaded in the app using ‘View 

Downloaded Musterroll’. 
3. There is an option ‘View Uploaded Attendance’ within the app to see the workers’ 

attendance details taken and uploaded till date in the panchayat for last one month (by 
checking online). 

4. There is an option to edit/update the attendance until the time it has been uploaded. 
5. App has provision to create PDF of the attendance captured in the app as proof to submit 

to block in case they are unable to upload due to technical reasons. 
 

B. Enhancement Done  
1. Feature of using ‘View Downloaded Musterroll’ has been provided under ‘Download 

Master Data’ section. User now able to see which all musterrolls were downloaded in the 
app. 

2. Feature of ‘View Uploaded Attendance’ has been provided in home tab. User will be able 
to view all the attendance uploaded in the panchayat for last 1 month. 

3. Feature of ‘Edit Musterroll Attendance’ has been provided under ‘Capture attendance’ 
section. Now attendance can be edited till it has been uploaded on the same day. 

4. Two-Factor Authentication using password and OTP as authenticating factors. OTP will be 
shared on registered mobile number. 

5. Feature of ‘Generate PDF’ to download Attendance taken as PDF has been provided at 
‘Upload Attendance’ option. 

6. Provision for downloading muster rolls and retaining them for the period they are active 
for. 

7. If User comes to know more musters have been created, they can explicitly download 
additional muster rolls. 

8. If the ‘Download musterroll’ button is pressed again the attendance taken for muster rolls 
will not be reset/replaced.  

9. Once the Muster period is expired, then App will delete those muster rolls along with 
attendance for the muster rolls for which attendance was taken but not uploaded. 

10. Every error is now getting displayed with proper user-friendly message. 
11. Download and Uploads have progress bars so users can see the progress of 

Downloading/uploading of data. 
12. App Version, Date and Time are now displayed on all screens.  


